MAKING SCIENCE HAPPEN
Ciclo di seminari, didattica dottorale
Università di Bologna, Dipartimento di Filosofia e Comunicazione e Dipartimento di Chimica ‘G. Ciamician’
in collaborazione con Ca’ Foscari/DFBC
3rd meeting
May 25, 11 AM – 5.30 PM.
University of Bologna, Department of Chemistry G. Ciamician, Navile District (see the map
below)
Title:
How to observe nature in the lab?
Raffaella Campaner, Lucia Maini, Marianna Marchini, Matteo Martelli
Content
Experiments lay at the core of modern science and are the backbone of the scientific method.
However, which are the origins of experimental practices and how can we frame their epistemology?
In order to answer these questions, we will adopt a transdisciplinary approach that combines history
of science, philosophy of science, and chemistry – a method which, in a sense, represents a (didactic)
experiment in itself.
We will start from case-studies taken from those practices of knowledge traditionally considered as
closer to artisanship and more resistant to quantification and mathematization, in particular alchemy
and early chemistry. Our focus will be on ancient artisanal knowledge which is scattered in the writings
of ancient natural philosophers and alchemists: ancient nomenclature as well as techniques for testing
and producing chemical substances, from mercury to ‘divine waters’, which were believed to turn base
metals into gold. By looking at how these elements were described and conceptualized, we will discuss
in more general terms the relations between theory and practice as well as the role of observation in
the making of experimental science. Crucial assumptions and notions in pre-modern and present-day
experimental practice will be analysed, with a focus on such problems as the role of observable and
unobservable entities, and replicability and reproducibility. Indeed, replications of ancient (al)chemical
procedures in a modern laboratory will occupy us in the afternoon session. We will not simply test
whether ancient recipes actually worked, thus trying to reconstruct what ancient alchemists did in their
workshops. By re-doing techniques described in ancient texts and experiencing the transformations
of the treated substances, we will also discuss the different ways in which chemical practices can be
described, explained and taken as the basis of different theoretical assumptions.
Structure
Morning session, 11 AM – 12.30 PM (seminar @ U.E. 1 room C):
History and philosophy of experimentations. 1-hour seminar led by Raffaella Campaner and Matteo
Martelli, followed by a Q&A session

Afternoon, 2.30 PM – 5.30 PM (hands-on session @ U.E. 5 lab P2 Graphite):
Replications of ancient (al)chemical practices in modern laboratories. Students will be guided by
Lucia Maini and Marianna Marchini and test two alchemical experiments.
How to reach the Navile District
The entrance to the Navile District is in Via della Beverara 123/1, Bologna.
The Navile District (Distretto Navile) can be reached by bus 30 from the train station in about 20
minutes

Entrata
edificio UE5

